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Abstract. The exchange part of the usual Hartme-Fock potential in the unrestricted
Hartreo-Fock (UHF) theory is suitably averaged to construct an average eno-eloc.
tron model Hamiltonian which generates a set of spin-restricted one-electron orbitals
in a serf-consistent manner. These orbitals am then used to calculate the electronic
energy of the opon-sbell system by using the proper functional form for the energy
which handles the oxeAange terms correctly. The eigenvalues of FaY can be used
for calculating either the sgin-polarised or spin-averaged ionisation potentials of
different orbitals at the Koopmans' theorem level of approximation. Comparison of
E ae with the UHF-onorgy shows that E ~ < E ac in each case revealing some kind of
an upper boulgl nature of E ac. All approximate variational argument is given.
Relationship of our model with the hypor-Hartmo-Fock theory of slater is explored
and the general problem of eliminating ' self-interaction' terms in average Fockoperator base4 theories is discussed.
Keywords. Average Fock operator ; approximate open-shell theories ; half-electron
method ; hyper-Hartreo Fook model, etc.

1. Introduction
Open-shell L C A O - M O - S C P calculations are now-a-days p e l f o r m e d either by
means of the restricted open-shell (ROS) m e t h o d ( R o o t h a a n 1960) or by the spinunrestricted H~rtree-Focl~ ( U H P ) formalism (Pople and Nesbet 1954). The coupling operator m e t h o d of Roothaan, however, frequently experiences convergence
difficulties and almost invariably needs the adoption o f an appropriate level shifting procedure ((}uest and Saunders 1974; Faegri and Mantle 1971) for achieving
convergence. Even then, convergence is tediously slow a n d the m e t h o d is rather
too time-consuming to warrant its use in large scale open-shell S C F calculations.
The ~
method, on the other hand, requires t h e f o r m a t i o n and diagonalisation
of two n x n matrices (n = dimension o f the basis set) at each iteration a n d leads
to a w a v e f u m t i o n that is not an eigenfunction o f the S s operator (broken-symmetry
solutions) in general, unless forced by symmetry. F r o m time to time, therefore
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approximate procedures for performing open-shell SCF calculations have been
suggosted and used with a fair degree of success. The half-electron method (Dewar
et al 1968) is a technique of this l~ind. The symmetry and equivalence restricted
method (Nesbet 1955) and the method suggested by Nesbet and Watson (1960)
also belong to the same category. Despite many successful applications of these
methods they have been customarily regarded as just expedient means of calculating electronic structures of open-shell molecules and little seems to have been done
to assess the quality of the results compared to the variationally exact open-shell
$(JF counterparts. The nature of F ~v operator also has not been analysed in a
way that makes its status fully transparent.
The purpose of the present paper has been to generalise the model of Nesbet
and Watson in a form that makes it specially suitably for open-shell-LCAO-MO
St2P calculations on molecules and critically examine its utility through actual
analysis of the results of numerical calculations. In that process, we have tried
to focus attention on certain subtle features of the model, viz., the question of
eliminating self-interaction terms, connection of the present model with hyperHartree-Yock (HI-IF) theory, problem of rel~.ting F ~v to a variational potential,
etc. We would lil~ to call our method an average hamiltonian model (AHM).
As we shall see in ~ 3 and 4, the AI-IM is quite useful in many ways and has an
approximate variational rationale.

2.
Let us suppose that we have an N electron system containing n~ doubly and ml
single occupied orbitals (in the restricted Hartree-Pocl~ language)and that the
system is in an orbitally non-degenerate electronic state (this is not an essential
constraint and is assumed only for the sake of simplicity). Let na and n/3 be the
number of electrons having a ( + 89 a n d f l ( - 89 spins, respectively. Clearly, n,, -nl + ml and n• -- n~. Our AI-IM is executed in the following steps:
(i) For a given stomic orbital basis set (X), a suitable coefficient matrix (C ~
is guessed.
(ii) The first order spinless density matrices R a and R~ in the X basis for the
a and fl-spin electrons are computed by using (1)

(t)

R = CCt.

(iii) The I-Iartcee-Pock mat, ices F a and F~ for the a and fl-spin electrons
respectively are computed by using
F 6=h+ya+J~-K

and

Ffl = h + J a + J ~ - K f l .

~,

(2)

t3)

(iv) Instead of solving the two eigenvalue equations, viz., F a C a = C a Ea and
F~ C~ -- C~ ~/~ as done in UI-IF method we combine the two equations generating
a single eigenvalue equation (equation (4)) (S = I has been assumed)
F~,, ~ , ffi C.V ~av,

(4)
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where F ~ denotes a model Hamiltonian, the average Hamiltonian, which describes
an average of the potentials seen by the a and B-spin electrons. The averaging
needed to generate F "~ is done in the following way :
F v = J'~F ~ + fltFft where fa = na/(na + n~) and f~ = n#/(n~ + nf~),
--- h + j a + j.~ _ f ~ K ~ _ f#Kft,

-- h + J" + J# - f ~ K a - (1 - f ~ ) K/~.

(5)

Let us note that
Ka-

2~ K(" and Kt~= 27

and similar expressions hold also for J= and J~. Now we impose a spin-restriction
in that the first n orbitals are doubly occupied enabling us to write
J~ = J +

~

K a=K+

l

jr., J = 1 4

and

n6t

m-.~+x

K.,

K=K r

where we have, for obvious reason, dropped the spin-labels. Using these considerations (5) becomes
Ileg

F'=h+(2]-X)+

27 ] . - f ,
Inffill#+l

tlat

27 g .
~t--.#+l

(0

(v) Fav is now diagonalised leading to a new approximation to the C-matrix
(Ca~) which can be fed back to step (i). The iteration is then continued to selfconsistency. The self-consistent C~v matrix defines a set of one-electron orbitals
(•v) releeted to the basis functions (20 by the transtormation

#"

= ZC".

(7)

These orbitals {$,,v}, and their eigenvalue can be used to determine various molecular propecties (e.g., electronic energy, ionisation energies, spi~ densities, etc.).
We now address ourselves to the problem of providing some rationale for the
form of the average Hamiltonian (AH) operator. Admitting that the choice o f / ~
is intuitive, a formal (though not rigorous) justification can be provided. The
operators F a and F# in UHF formalism (2, 3) clearly show that the nonequivalence of the potentials seen by the a and if-spin electrons in an opera-shell
systems stems from the non-equivalence of exchange interactions seen by the
electrons of different spins. In the restricted I-IF theory, a similar difference
occurs between the closed and the open-shell Hamiltonia~s (F* and F ~ through
the inequality of the exchange interactions felt by the electrons in the doublyand singly-occupied orbital. This non-oquivale~.ce of the two one-electron
Hamiltonians ultimately leads to the difficulty of eliminating the off-diagoval
hagrangion multipliers connecting the orbitals spar0aing the two different
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occupied subspaces. In the UHF technique, this problem is tackled by neglecting
the off-diagonal multipliers altogether while the orthogonality constraints are
indirectly satisfied through the use of spin functions. The spatial ftm.eti'ons
for different spi~ types, however, cease to be orthogonal. The restricted
ope~-shell theory of Roothaan, on the other hand, tackles the problem
through the use of projection operators in the construction of the one electron
Hamiltonian (R.oothaan 1960). In AHM we adopt an alternative approach.
Keeping in mind that we want to work within the open-shell RI-IF formalism but
avoid the problem of non-zero off-diagonal Lagrangian multipliers we average
out the exchange interactions seen by the closed and open-shell electrons, thus
generate a common exchange averaged I-Iartree--Fock type of potential for both
the shells ( F v) and seek a set or orbitals (~v) that renders/r~ diagonal. This way,
the off-diagoaal Lagraugiau multipliers coupling the two different shells are
eliminated, but the orthonormality constraints are automatically satisfied as the
orbitals spanning the doubly- or singly-or unoccupied subspaces are all solutions
of a single pseudo-eigeuvalue equation [cf. eqn. (4)]. As to the specific form of
averaging to be adopted, quite a number of choices are open. In the present
work we have adopted a form of averaging that depends on the relative abundances of the two types of electrons. One may also try to relate /r~ to some
variational potential derived from an exchange averaged energy functional. For
this, let us defi.'~e a~. approximate energy ftmetionale E a~ ( ~ , ) containing partially
sealed exchange interactions. The energy correct to first order E actuat ( ~ , ) ca~
then be geaerated from E ~ ( ~ , ) by the iaelusio~ of the first order correction terms
(AEX): Thus, with (K,a +/t~/3~) representing full exchange contribution to the
Hartree-Fock energy of the open-shell system, the approximate ~ e r g y functionale
E Eav (~/,) is given by

= E(1) + Jr - faKaa -fgK#a,

(8)

where E(1) is the t~netic plus electron nuclear interaetior energy, ~rr is the total
Coulomb repulsion energy of the electrons. Then a first order correct estimate
of energy is recovered through E = E + A E ~ = E-f~K,,,,-f,,Kt~f~ where,
K~a =

KB# =

~l(t

lltt

27

27 <e, I Ks I ~,),

qi= 1

tn'm~

(9a)

clearly then
tl~

ft0t

S

S <~,tK, I#,>

We first note here that we are using a spin-restricted formalism so that the space
part of the a and/~-spin orbitals are constrained to be identical and then look for
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a set of one-electron orbitals (~) such t h a t / " i s stationary, i.e., J/~-- 0 for any
first order variation (~r
of the basis set {~'} spanning the relevant one-electron
space (the space of F ~) subject to the usual orthonormality constraints,

This leads us to the pseudo-eigcnvalue equation

(n)
which can be solved in the usual iterative manner. It should be noted that once
the set ~* is obtained satisfying the criterion of seN-consistency, the first order
correct estimate of energy given by (10) can be easily computed.
There remains, of course, the question of legitimacy of carrying out the process of extremalisation based on E a"(V,v) of (g), a truncated pseudo-energy functional.
It does not seem possible at this stage to provide an analytical proof that the
energy calculated by our model is an upper bound to the variationally exact oneelectron energy of the system. But in all the cases the method has so far been
employed, the energy has been found to be slightly higher than the energy estimated by the UI-IF method. The problem of variational collapse, therefore, does
not appear to be there, at least from a numerical point of view.

3. Self-interaction problem in AHM and the choice of f~
Let us consider the specific case of a single electron outside the closed-shell of 2n
electrons. The first n eigenvalues of /~v is then given by
~ [ ( i = l , n ) = h. + ~ (2J. - K.) + ~..+~ - f 6K,,.+,

(12)

l*ffil

Clearly, there is no self-interaction terms in (12) as whenever j = i, J . ffi K . and
hence J . - K , , - - 0 .
An examination of the functional E also leads to the
same conclusion (see equation (8)). For the open-shell electron, however, the
situation is different. Thus the (n + l)th eigenvalue ~ is given by
(2Y,, - K,,) + Y.+1o.+1 -

(i = n + 1) ffi h,, +

(13)

t--3.

Unless f , ffi 1, it is clear from (13) as alsofrom (8) that the self-repulsion of the
open-shell electron is only partly removed. Theuse o f f ~ -- 1 corresponds to the
use oF the symmetry and equivalence restricted one-electron hamiltonian which
leads to an overestimation of the exchange interactions for the closed-shell
electrons (equation (12)). This may, however, be a good approximation for states
with high spin-multiplicity (i.e., n~ 1>-'>n~). On the other hand, if we c h o o s e f , -- 0,
the open-shell electron experiences a full self-repulsion (13) while for its closedshell counterparts also, exchange interactions are now underestimated. Clearly
then, the choice of f,. in AHM has to be constrained so as to satisfy 0 < f,~ < !.
Our choice o f f , ffi n4/(n,, + niD automatically satisfies this constraint. The question
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that remains unsettled at this point is whether such a choice ot" f a is optimum.
This, in turn, leads us to examine the behaviour of the energy as a function of
f~. Before doing that, let us first consider a similar problem in the hyper-HartreeFock theory (Slater 1972, 197,~).
Slater based his discussion on an energy functional

E ( N ) = ~ q,[, + ,~ q,(q, - 1)/2 ( J,, ) + • Z q,qj ( J,~ )

([4)

which he used for the variational determination of the set of one electron-orbitals,
{~}. The sums in (14) are over shells of electrons, q~ being the occupation
number of the ith shell (~) and I~ is the one-electron en~gy of an electron in
the ith shell.
If we restrict ourselves to the I-Iaxtree-Fock method only, ~'s refer to ~ spinorbitals so that q~'s are restricted to unity making the coefficient of each of the
self-repulsion term [q~(r - [)] = 0. The moment we switch over to the
method, with E in ([4) defining the average energy of a multiplet state, ~ represents a shell of (21 + 1) fold degenerate spin oxbitals with ( J~j ) or ( J ~ ) referring
to suitably-averaged repulsion terms. Por open-shell configurations, therefore,
the ~
method actually resorts to using non-integer q~'s. It is immediately
clear that while for integer q~, q~ (q~ - 1)/2 ccarectly counts the number of pairwise interactions between q~ identical electrons and completely eliminates selfrepulsion, the situation with non-integer q~'s is far less clear. Por example, with
q~ = 89 q~ (q~ - 1)/2 = - 0" 125 ( J ~ ) . Instead of self-repulsion, there is now
self-attraction ! A roughly similar situation would crop up in our ,4HM had we
usedf~ > 1 (see ([3)). Recently Gopinathan andW]fitehead (1980) discussed the
use of an alternative functional (15).

E(Q) = ~-~ q,I, + z~, (n, (n, - 1)/2 + n , f ,) ( Ju ) + Z,~, q,qj (J,j),

(15)

where one uses n~ for integer, q~ for non-integer, and f , for fractions of electrons.
When q~ < 1 ; n~ = 0 and hence the problem of self-attraction is avoided. This
again has a parallel in our AI-IM which leads to the complete elimination of
self-interaction for f a = I. The point to make in this discussion is that E(Q)
or E(N)roughly co~responds to some particular choice of E in our model. There
is, however, the difference that while our E takes into account the exchange interactions of electrons in two different shells (i,j), E(Q) or E(N) neglects these terms.
The second important point is that the electronic energy computed by any average
Fock operator model must be free from self-interaction o f electrons as these terms
(Gopinathan and Whitehead [980) are large in magnitude. Our calculation of E ~r
from E in (10) merely ensures that. Since the orbitals are determined varia~
tionally from the functional E, the spatial dispositions of the orbitals will certainly depend on the specific form of E chosen. The magnitude of (K~i) or (K4~)
terms themselves will depend, therefore, on the choice of f ~ parameter in our
model. A parallel situation is also encountered in the I-1I-IP theory. But as
Gopinathan and Whitehead (1980) demonstrated this change is very small compared to the error arising from 'incomplete' or 'overcomplete' elimination of
self-interaction terms in the functional. This justifies our contention that the term
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ZXE1 given by (8) to (9) may be added to E just as a first order correction (in
the language of perturbation theory) and the change in these terms and the other
two and one-electron terms already present in/~ with change in fG or ffl may be
regarded as higher order corrections. E mtm, therefore, may be regarded as providing a good estimate of E. Clearly the extent of dependence of the energy on f a
would be dominantly determined by the variation of ( J ~ ) or (Ko) with changes
in f~. As we have already seen that the foxm of F ~ is such that the
elimination of self-interaction is incomplete (for 0 < f = < 1) only for the
open-shell electron, the variation of K,+I,~1 itself with f a may be particularly
important in determining the behaviour of the energy as a function of fa.
4.

F,Jgeovalues in AItM and the calculation of ionisation potential

It is well-known that u n i t e the closed shell case Koopmans' theorem (Koopmans
t933) cannot be applied directly to calculate the unrelaxed ionisation potential
of atoms or molecules having open-shell electronic configurations. On the other
hand, Koopmams' theorem holds in the UI-IF framework and can be invoked to
compute spin-polarised ionisation potentials directly from the ~
eigenvalues.
The structure of Fav in our AHM suggests that it may be instructive to try to relate
the eigenvalues of F ~v to the eigenvalues of the corresponding UHP hamiltonians
(F a and Fa). Obviously such a relationship can be developed at various orders of
approximations. But we shall restrict ourselves to the analysis at the first order
level since the higher arder effects on the eigenvalues are expected to be small.
Further, we would consider only tlxe doublet ions or radicals.
A little analysis of the form of the energy coupled with the fact that the oneelectron orbitals belonging either to the closed or the open-shells are determined
by the eigenvectors of one and the same operator would suggest that the first
order estimate of the ionisation potential of the open-shell electron ( ~ ) (in a
frozen-orbital approximation) would be given by (this however, is not strictly
comparable to the Koopmans" theoren values for closed-shell systems)
I~

(AI-IM) = - ~,~ + (1 - A ) K w .

(16)

Comparing with the UHF description of the same system we get for the highest
occupied a-spin orbital (#~)
= -

,.%

(AI

M)

(17)

For tile ionisation of an electron from the closed-shell orbitals {#d}, however, one
must ta~e care to note that following the ionisation of an electron from one of
the closed shell orbitals in the doublet ground state of the molecule, the ionised
species may be formed either in the triplet or singlet spin state. One must, therefore, assign two types of ionisation potentials for the inner-shell electrons in a
doublet parent: (i) the triplet iouisation potential (I~(T)) and (ii) the singlet
ionisation potential (I~ (S)). If we are using the UB~ model, the former corresponds to the removal of an electron from the orbital ~ and the latter from the ~spin counterpaxt ($~) so that in a frozen-orbital approximation we may write,
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~xJ(S) ~ - 6~,.

(18b)

The structure of the closed shell eigcnvalues in the A H M (viz., (t2)) suggests
that to a first order approximation
eg ~ e~"i - y a K , , . ,
and

e~ ~ e~ + f a k e . .

(19)

Thus it is possible to write (approximately)

and

/a) (2") ~ - el: - f a / Q . ~ - 63 (UHF),

(20a)

/~a)(S) ~ - eg +fl~K,,,, ~ -- e~(UtIF)

(20b)

Hence the singlet triplet splitting of the ionisation potential is given by
(AST)~ TM ~ K,.

(21)

and this roughly corresponds to (AST)~ HF which is given by
(AST)UHr = ~ -

e~.

(22)

Although equations (19)--(22) no doubt show the approximate relationship
between the average hamiltonian and UI-IF ionisation energies, the singlet-type
ionisation potential cal0ulatcd by using e~': and (19) would be in mror by an
additive factor of / ~ . This is because in a spin-restricted model like AHM a
correct singlet coupling of the spins must be ensured for the wavefunction of the
ionised species formed in the singlet state. This leads to the following expr~sion
for the sin?let type ionisation potential for the closed shell electrons

(s)

-

+ (I + A ) K,..

(23)

Thus, the spin-restricted estimate of the sin?let-tripletsplitting (AST)~ of the
inner shell ionisation potentials in doublet parents should be given by
(AST)f = 2K~,.

(24)

Since however, the spatial disposition of the average hamiRonian eigenvectors
(~*~') are not expected to vary strongly with changes in the averaging parameter
(fa, f~) we anticipate a fair degree of invariance of the ionisation potentials computed by equations (16)-(21) with respect the choice of averaging parameter (see
w

5. Results and discussion
There are several aspects of the results that need separate attention. We, therefore, proceed to discuss the results under four separate headings.
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A H M and UHF energies

To assess the reliability of AtLM energies, wehave performed a number of UI-1F
and AI-IM calculations on the first nn* triplet state of a few 6~ electron hydrocarbons
at the PPP level of approxidtatioa (I'I-Iaya 1964). In each we have used
f ~ = hal(n,, + n#). One can clearly see that the AI-IM energy lies slightly above
the corresponding UI-IP energy (table 1). In the same table we have also
reported the per cent error in A t t M energies relative to the UI-IF counterparts.
Table 1 also displays similar comparative features of AI-/M and UI-IF energies
of the anions of these conjugated hydrocarbons (spin-doublet). In general, the
per cent error is seen to be quite low.
At this point one naturally gets interested in examining the behaviour of E actt~
~,, as a function of f a . Table 2 displays this aspect of the problem for two
representative eases, viz., dimethylene cyclobutene and methylene eyclopentadiene
in the lowest 3nrt* state (6~ electrons) and the singly-ionised species of the same
molecule corresponding to the ionisation from the highest occupied MO (57t
electrons). Although in each case, the energy shows up a minimum around f a =
0.45 to 0.6, the variation noted in E ~r with changes in f a is very small and for
all practical purposes any value of fm in the above range can be used. Prom a
theoretical point of view, however, this leads one to note with interest that E "~
turns out to be a quadratic function of f (E ~ ~ a + b.f,, + cf~). Immediately one
recalls that in the HI-IF theo'cy of Slater, the functional E(Q) is similarly regarded
as a quadratic function of Q, the fractional occupation number of the degenerate
open-shell (viz., E(Q) = a + bQ t + CQ) so that minimisation with respect to
Q may be carried out meaningfully. This result strengthens our speculation in
the preceding section that the AHM has similarity with the I-II-IF theory.
5.2.

A H M and self-repulsion o f electron

As we have already pointed out the open-shell electron in A t t M experiences a
part of the self-repulsion. For the doublet radicals or ions, this is given by
R (]a) -- (1 - fa) Kt~ ; clearly R (f~) would be a linear function of f ~ had K~
been independent off~. Unfortunately, variation o f f ~ introduces variation in the
orbitals and as sueh K~ must also vary with f~. We, therefore, plan to investigate
first the variation of K4~ itself with f ~ and then the variation of R ( f a ) . For this
we have chosen CN radical at / ~ = 1.14A as the model system and performed AI-IM calculations for different values of f ~ at the ClqDO/2 level of
approximation (Pople et al 1965). The switch over from the PPP to CNDO/2
model is effeeted beeause the self-repulsion terms in CNDO/2 model is expected
to be much larger than the PPP counterparts as the latter uses much reduced
values of the basic two-electron integrals compared to those evaluated over the
slater atomic orbital basis so that variation of K~ with changes in fa is more
prominent and detectable.
Table 3 displays K~, (1 - f , ) K~ and E ~c of our system for different values of
f a (from 0 to 1). It is clearly seen that/Q~ and (1 -f~a) K , decreases monotonically as f ~ increases while E ac passes through a clear minimum at some inter,
mediate value of f ~ revealing once again the quadratic nature of the functional
dependence of E a~ on f~. The very slow butmonotoaic decrease of K~with the
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Table 2. Variation of AHM energy with as a function of the ex~_h~_ge-avexaging
parameter (fa) in some model systems.

"Value of

L, used

E{fa) of dimethylene E(f~ of singly ionised
c-ycIobutene ( e V )
dimethylene cycloin ann* state
butene (eV) in the
ground state

0" 1
0 -2
0" 3
0"4
0- 5
0-6
0-7
O"8
O"9

-- 153"35504
--153- 40508
--153" 4 4 5 6 7
--153"46217
--153" 46940
--t53-46230
--153.44077
--153" 40506
--153-35437

--144" 14636
-- 144- 15747
--144.16834
--144' 17411
-- 144" 17878
--144" 18023
--144"17793
-- 144"17096
--144" 15859

Table 3. Dependence of the average hamittonian eigenvalue, the self-intera~on
and ionisation energy of the open-shell electron of CN radical G~u = l'15A),
on the magnitude of f~.

f.

0- 0
0"2
O"4
0" 5
0" 6
0"7
0" 9
1"0

-~'

(i=5)
(a.u.)

x. (a.u.)

(1 - ,".) K.
(~,.uJ

I," (i = 5)
(a.u.)

z, (u'A~
(a~u.)

0"0454
0" 1523
0" 2592
0- 3124
0- 3927
0" 4194
0" 5261
0" 5795

0- 5295
0"5294
0" 5292
0. 5291
0" 5290
0" 5290
0- 5289
0" 5889

0" 5295
0-4235
0" 3175
0. 2647
0" 1852
0" 1587
0" 0529
0.0

0" 5749
0" 5758
0" 5767
0" 5771
0" 5779
0" 5781
0" 5791
0. 5795

0" 5796

increase o f f ~ indicates that larger the value of f a the m o r e the orbital ~, gets
delocatised or ' diffuse '. It would be o f interest, therefore, to examine the binding
energy of ionisatiort energy o f the open-shell electron and its dependence on f a .

5.3. [onisation potential in AHM
A first order estimate of the ionisation energy o f the open-sheU electron in A H M
is obtained from (16). The variation o f I P for the CN-radical, with f 4 has also
been displayed in table 3 along with the ~
estimate o f the s a m e quantity.
The variation observed is clearly very small emphasising that the m a j o r error due
to the incomplete elimination o f the self-repuIsion o f the open-shell electron is
r e m o v e d by the inclusion o f the first order correction term in (16),and the higher

p. (A)--4
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order effects are definitely quite small as far as the particular orbital is concerned.
It would be worthwhile to inquire how far do the ionisation energies of the inner
shell (closed) electrons get affected by changes in the exchange averaging paxameter (f6). To have an idea of this, we have displayed in table 4 the first order
estimate of singlet and triplct ionisation energies of the inner or closed-shell
orbitals of the CN radical computed with different values off~ using (20). For
comparison, the UI-IF estimates of these quantities are also included. Since we
have adopted the CNDO/2 approximations, Km in (17) is zero unless 4, and ~,,
are of the same symmetry which explains why the computed ionisation energies
of the inner ~o orbitals do not show any .ringlet triplet splitting (table 4). Actually,
the ionisation energy of the ~o electrons is remarkably invariant to changes in the
exchange averaging parameter. This is quite expected a~ the first order correc.
tion to the ~g electron ionisation energy at tee frozen orbital level of approximation is zero in the present model. SimilarlY, the ionisation energy of the closedshelto'~ electron also does not show any singlet=triplet splitting or significant variation with the change in the exchange averaging parameter as the open-shell orbital
is of o"o symmetry. The closed-shell #o orbital shows fairly large singlet-triplet
splitting in the ionisation energy. The singlet ionisation energy of the 1#o (closed)
electron computed by (20b) shows a small increase as f ~ increases from 0 to I.
The corresponding 'triplet' ionisation energy, however, decreases as f , increases
from 0 to 1. Side by side, the singlet-triplet splitting of the ionisation energy of
the l#o electron given by (21) also increases somewhat. The agreement with the
estimate of the same singlet-triplet splitting (22) is best at intermediate values
of f , (0" 5 to 0.7) (see table 4). The spin-restricted estimate of the singlet-triplet
splitting of the ionisation energy of the 1,ra electron fi.e., (AST~, given by equation
(24)), has ago been included in table 4. This also increases as f ~ increases from
0 to 1. We are at present investigating the effects of higher order corrections
on the computed (AST)~ I~M within the framework of AI-IM. The fairly large
magnitude of (AST), indicates that the potential surfaces for the singlet and
triplet inner-shell ionised species may be significantly different (Banerjee and
Bhattacharyya 1981a).
5.4.

Molecular geometry and the AHM

To test the performance level of our AHM vis.a.vis the UI-IF method in the
calculation of molecular geometry we carried out a series of calculations on the
ground states of some octahedral Ni~ complexes

viz., Ni(NHa) +2, Ni(H20) +* and Ni(NHsCHs)~*.
All the calculations have been performed using the ONDO type of method developed by us (Bhattacharyya and Chowdhury 1977; Bhattacharyya 1979). The
results obtained have been summarised in table 5. It is seen that the agree~
ment between the optimum bond lengths predicted by the two methods is quite
good in each case. As expected, the AHM energy at equilibrium bond length lies
above the UI-IP counter part although the error is quite small and remains fairly
constant over the whole range of bond lengths studied so that the profile of the
potential energy curve or the position of the miaimum is not affected.
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Condnslon

The results discussed so far seem to indicate that the A H M would be a quite useful
tool for obtaining a variety o f information (e.g., molecular geometry, ionisation
potential, potential surface, etc.) about the open-shell molecules at an approximate
level. Tlle results indicate that the method would be specially suitable for the
calculation ]I) o f radicals. The basic advantages o f the m e t h o d are its organisa,
tional and operational simplicity, absence of convegernce difficulty (the restricted
open-shell m e t h o d o f Roothaan seldom converges unless one resorts to a some
level-shift procedure and is far more time-consuming). The applicability of the
method to inner-hole states and excited states o f various molecules are being
evaluated at present in our laboratory. The results obtained so far seem to
indicate that the method would be quite useful for these purposes also. F r o m a
tAeoretical point o f view, the A H M can also be regarded as providing some
scaled one-electron hamiltonian with enough freedom for the choice o f the scaling
parameter (Bhattacharyya 1981). This aspect o f the A H M and its comparison
with the open-shell formalism o f R o o ~ a a n are under investigation (Banerjee and
Bhattacharyya (1981).
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